
 
 
 
 

Luca from ITALY
Age (as of August 1,) 18 

Gender-  Male  

HOME LIFE  
INTERESTS AND 
ACHIEVEMENTS 

FUTURE:  I would like to be a business man but at the 
same time also a scientist.  
SPORTS & INTERESTS: soccer, tennis, hiking, 
baseball 

ALL ABOUT Luca 

Introduction:
My name is Luca. In this letter I will tell you about me, my family and my life. I live in Italy, in a small but 
at the same time beautiful town.

Since I was a child, I have always been a sporty guy. In fact, I played karate when I was a little child, 
but that is not all: I then switched to swimming and I played tennis for a period, too. But my favourite 
sport ever is football. To me soccer is huge fun, I find it so exciting fighting with your teammates and 
score a goal. Personally, I think that soccer is the most beautiful game. I also very much like watching 
soccer matches live at the stadium…  

My family is very important to me. My parents are sweets and always there for me. Of 
course ..sometimes we argue. I think this is absutely part of the game. My sister is in her 20 She is a 
university student… Let‚ switch to mom and dad now. Dad is a businessman. He sells professional 
scissors made in Japan to the best hairdresser in Northern Italy. My mum Lucia, works as a travel 
agent she organizes a lot of trips tailor made to small groups...

There  are  many  reasons  that  motivate  me  to  start  this  experience.  I  want  to  know  a  new  and  
different   I think a year abroad is a great way to grow up, to be able to best chose what to do next. To 
develop into a wise young man, and evolve. So, I hope I did not bore you with my story. I look forward 
to seeing you soon.  

To see more Luca’s letter contact us …  

INTERESTED IN HOSTING Luca 
Email: info@highschoolintheusa.com 

Website: highschoolintheusa.com 

Grade:12th Grade  
GPA:B 
English Test (ELTiS):236 
Native Language: Italian 
Other Languages: French 3 years 
Religion: Catholic 

Allergies? Dust Acarus, Pollen 
Dietary Restrictions? No 
Can Live with Pets? Yes 
Double Placement? Yes 
Single Adult Host? No 

I live with: Dad, Mom and my older sister 




